
 
 

GZP-350S High Speed Flow Pack Machine 
 

 
 
Haichina Machinery Co.,Ltd is one of the best GZP-350S high speed flow pack machine 
manufacturers and suppliers in China, equipped with productive factory, welcome to buy discount 
and high-quality high speed pillow packing machine, automatic flow wrapping machine, horizontal 
flow pack machine, high speed flow wrap machine, food packing machine products from us and 
check the price with us. 
GZP-350S High Speed Flow pack machine or pillow packing machine is a packaging machine, 
that wrap many types of commodities including blister sheets, facial paper, soaps, biscuits, 
candies, chewing gum and instant noodles, and other rectangular, square, round or irregularly 
shaped products. 
 
GZP-350S Flow pack machine is our company new innovated use full servo motor driving within 
advanced control system. use new design of reciprocation motion, double conveyors(before and 
after cutter)and move forward and back, film stretch adjusted, feeding blister, feeding film and 
cutting use undivided servo motor, improve the stability of the machine. Make the machine 
adjustment much more easy and fast. The Flow Pack Machine has large product capacity 
compare with traditional machines, cut down the waste and packaging cost. 
 
GZP-350S Pillow packing machine can connect with Overwrapping machine, High speed 
cartoner (cartoning machine) etc., to form a Production Packaging Line.    
 
Main feature of Flow Pack Machine: 

 
1. Use full of servo motor control, 10 inch touch screen 
2. Bag length adjust by touch screen, easy and accurate 



3. Good seal, long time life time for cutter 
4. Servo motor feeding the blister,1 to 6 blister can be adjust by touch screen 
5. High sensitive photo tracking system, make the cutting position accurate 
6. Package of two rolls connect, and with out of date print can rejected 
7. Less and more blister, can be rejected, no blister can feeding automatically 
8. Less of raw material will alarm and stop 
9. Flow pack suitable for any different stretch hot seal film 
 
Main Technical Parameters of Flow Pack Machine 

 

 Model GZP-350S 

 Capacity 40-220 (packs/min) 

 Bag size L(100-300)*W(30-160)*H(5-50) mm 

 Film Width 100-350 mm 

 Power AC220V 50HZ 7KW 

 Weight 1500 kg 

 Dimensions 4200*980*1750 mm 

 

 

 


